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About This Game

DogFighter is a fast paced, arcade aerial combat game with arena style gameplay values. Players can compete against up to 15
opponents in 4 multiplayer modes, or go solo in 7 single player game modes, using beefed up biplanes sporting over 20 different

offensive and defensive weapons...

Key features:

Take to the skies against up to 15 players in classic online multiplayer game modes such as Deathmatch, Team
Deathmatch and Capture the flag flag as well as the all new Wolf Pack Co-Op game mode.

Use several advanced server options to enable variations on the normal game modes by including the likes of Insta-Gib,
Turbo Mode and Black Death.

"Easy-to-fly" flight model with the controls you need to execute advanced manoeuvres such as Barrel Roll and
Immelmann Turn.

Beautifully created environments that are as much a player in the game as the people piloting the craft.

With 8 unique craft and over 20 different weapons and defensive measures, DogFighter caters to all game play styles.

Online leaderboards and friend tracking.
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Steam Cloud supported.

Includes Steam Achievements.

Updates so far:

Joystick Support

New Map: The Old Gods

New Craft: Mongoose

Added: Tutorial Mode

Added Game Modes: Lone Wolf and Wolf Pack

... and that’s just the start.
Since its launch, DogFighter has been updated on numerous occasions. As well as the usual bug fixes and polish we have

introduced...

Joystick Support

Weapon and Control completely rebalanced

A new map, new co-op game mode “Wolf Pack” and the new craft; The Mongoose.

Configurable Xbox Controller Support

Take to the skies and deal lead death to your enemy using a state-of-the-art flight model that gives players unprecedented
command of DogFighter’s craft. Complete control of the craft, combined with easily executed advanced manoeuvres such as the

Barrel Roll, give DogFighter players the tools they need to master the skies.
With environments built to both slay and save you, the environments in DogFighter offer the player a more interactive

experience than is usual for the genre. Players can enjoy piloting their craft down mining tunnels, through pyramids and active
volcanoes, in environments designed to deliver a more varied, more interactive gaming experience. Fly low, fly fast!
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Ships the size of planets destroying systems.

!You can destroy the center of the universe.!

(Check out the Galatic Armory mod.). absoluteley awsome and its in english guys please buy its worth every pound. After
playing the Prelude I will be picking up the next chapter, Escape. Really immersive experience, and its brought about very
quickly.. really helpful for people trying to run a life server and do map stuff because everything is right here with in the
program. You can open PAA files with this program also. It will take some time getting used to but just take a few mins and
watch some youtube videos and you will be good to go.

would recommend if you're into map editing or texture editing.. Was fun for a bit, player-base is dead. Don't get this gamel.
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I really do like this game. I just think that you should add an in-game music player and add some free DLC. Update the game.
Add more images for the backgrounds. Add different gamemodes. Just try and flesh it out. Good luck Dev.. This game is really
fun to play and is based on solving puzzles by making clones of yourself. It has a nice soundtrack, suitably eerie music for its
setting and engaging visuals (honestly, I kept jumping along the edges to see more of the world!). The puzzles increase in
complexity and the main gameplay style switches half way through to add another layer to the puzzles.

The storyline begins with you waking up in a lab with no knowledge of how you got there. A disembodied voice provides some
guidance as you make your way through the facility and dialogue between the two characters helps piece fragmented memories
together to explain how you came to be where you are.

There are two outcomes - be sure to find them both!. T! RACIST BULL♥♥♥♥♥♥. This is another game similar to Limbo and
Inside, except it takes less time to complete and it doesn't include puzzles. It's not a gameplay, but rather a walking simulator
about depression and suicide. I would recommend this game to achievement hunters as they are easy to collect and if you're into
games with deep messages in them.. this is some golded stuff and I hear it will get better from hear on out? this is some golden
stuff. I do wish online was still ticking tho.... Just watch the second video!. I thought this game was pretty challenging and also
fun to play.
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